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GANNETT NEV/S SERVICE
(Copyright, 1954, The Gannett Hewapapors)

Washington, June 2 (GNS) The late Senator Brian

McMahon of Connecticut blocked reappointment of Dr* J. Robert Oppozw

heiabr as chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission's general advisory

board of necloar scientists in 19?2*

This was after McMahon learned that Oppenheimer was

using his influence to oppose U* S* development of the "super" or -iC. . !

hydrogen bomb, after the Russians set off their first atomic explosion -

la 1949 b ' ^
.

McMahon went to the White House to urge former president

Truman to drop Oppenheiner as head of the top-level AEC a^ri^ry panel.
|

He also prevailed on Mr, Truman to get rid of David E-^fLlllenthal as AEC*

chairman.

9

Oppenhelmer was not removed Immediately. However, he

was not reappointed as leader of the scientific board after 14s six-
’

year statuatoxT* term expired on JUne 30, 1952.

McMahon's former law partner, Gordon Dean, was

appointed to succeed Llllenthal as AEC chairman. Lillenthal had joined

Oppenhelmer in opposing a "crash" program to build the hydrogen bomb ahea

of any other nation. ^ •

Always a controversial figure in government, Llllent^l

left the Atomic Commission by White House Request on February 1^, 1^^

He was chairman of the five—man commission that i originally "cleared"

C^penheimer for access to defense secrets concerning atomic weapons In
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Ca-

pras Idont Truman announcod tho govornmont's dacision

to tttlld tiio "super* — said to bo 1^000 timos more XethfiX tban. Vprld

War IT typo atomic bombs — in January of 1950# going over tha’ ad^ca

of a largo segment of U, S. scientific opinion.

The man Who more than any other prevailed upon Mr.

Truman that if there vere going to be hydrogen weapons, tho United Stated

ahould have them first, was Adm. Lewis W. Strauss.

President Eisenhower appointed Strauss last yea* to be

the new 'Republican chairman of tho Atomic Commission. He is a How York

investment banker who once served as secretary to forxosr President

Herbert Hoover.

Strauss found himself a minority member on the original

five-man commission headed by Llllenthal that "cleared" Oppenhelmor in

1947. Ho also Is a member of the board of the Institute for advanced

research at Princeton, where Oppenhoimer Is director.

McMahon, a "liberal" Democrat and "Hew Dealer", got

his start in politics as a protege of Homer Cummings of Connecticut,

Attorney General under former President Franklin D. Roosevelt.

He authored the 194^ "McMahon Act" transferring atomic

energy from military to civilian control, served as first chairman of

the Joint Atomic Committee of Congress. McMahon was chairman when he

died in 1952.

In the beginning, McMahon sided with the view of soma

American scientists that knowledge concerning atomic energy should be

"lntex*natlo|ial," and that U. S* military authorities were seeking to Impoj

too many security restrictions on the development of atomic weap6zis^‘'

In the end, McMahon became extremely "security conscious

j

He was profoundly shocked by revelations of the Elaus FUchs case showing
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liov Soviet spies lisd penetrated the U* S* security system to steal

atomic secrets*
r,:.

A' Court cases have ahovn that atomic data tuz*n0d bjrer to

the Russians by Fuchs, Alan Nunn May, the Rosenbergs, and others ^eneble<

the Reds to develop atomic weapons three to five years ahead of the

time-table ahticlpated by U. S. intelligence authorities* - r :

McMahon took vigorous action with the British govern-

ment — alter the State Department had lalled -- to permit appropriate

America investigating agencies to interrogate the arrested British

atomic spy, Klaus Fuchs*

Puciis, temed the "master spy of all time" who coa-

mltted the "crime of the century," will serve less than 10 years in'‘

prison under the lenient British "official secrets" act* . ^

He worked In this coTintry during World War II on the

Joint 1J*S* - Britlsh-Canadlan atomic project, was allowed to travel
'

freely between atomic installations at Los Alamos, Oak Ridge, Hew Tork

and Chicago*

Fuchs* arrest and subsequent Interrogation by American 1

Investigatora opened up the whole Rosenberg spy ring in America, In-
'

• */

eluding Harry Gold, David Greenglass, Martin Sobell and AbTaham Brotbman.

The Rosenbergs — Julius and Ethel — died in the
' “

electric chair on June 19, 1953# after clemency appeals were turned down ^

by the Supreme Court and Px^esident Eisenhower* They were convicted

sentenced to death for conspiracy to commit espionage*
.

wwMWMww’oi. ww vAwawM * V* yv W1UUU.U espionage*
.

•

^
Judge Irving Kaufsian called it a crime "worse thian ^

"

:•
The Rosenbergs turned over wartime secrets conceming atpnt). -

energy, radar, proximity fuse, high explosive RDX and other aecret

weapons to the Soviet consul In Hew Tork* v
v

Jhllua Rosenberg had a civilian job throughout the war
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with the Army Signal Corps In connsctlon with the Port Monmouth radar
laboratories where 35 employes. Including a score of sclentlstf;^;%# ;

sus^nded last winter after hearings by sen. Joseph R. McCar^^^nata
Investigating Committee

.

Dr. Robert Oppenhelmer was director of tlio jrii^ipmX
wartime atomic laboratory at los Alamos, H.M. However, there' has been
no suggestion that he ever participated In or was aware of any atomic
espionage in this coimtrj#

On the contrar7, the special three-man aEC eecurity
panel which by a split two-to-one decision labeled Oppenhelmer as a
•security risk” this week, also stated emphatically by unanimous judg-
ment that Oppenhelmer was a •loyal* citizen and •discreet^ In handling
atomic secrets* :

The Security Board headed by Gordon (hray. President of
the University of North Carolina and former Secretary of the Army, re-
ported on Oppenheimerj

•we find no evidence of disloyalty. Indeed,we have
before us much responsible and positive evidence of the loyalty' and love
of country of the Individual concerned.

"On the other hand, we do not believe that -It has
been demonstrated that Dr. Oppenhelmer has been blameless In the matter
of conduct, character and association**

With respect to the hydrogen bomb, the two-man majority

Thomas A. Morgan, former President of the Sperry Corp.

•we find thet his conduct In the hydrogen bOT^pM^Mi
raise a doubt as t o whether his partici-

pation, If characterised by the same attitudes In a government' program

relating to the national defense, would he clearly eonslatant with tha



best^ Intorasts of sacurlby^

V 7>: ;
^ majority report recommended that Oppenhe^r be .

droppea an atomic consultant, and that he he denied furthel^teclsi

‘

to defense secrets concerning atomic and hydrogen weapons,

^ third member of the secxjrlty panel — Prof^ Vs^d
V. Evans of Loyola University, Chicago — dissented, Evans said

^

Oppehheimer "did not hinder development of the H-Bobm" and that h9 im

•less ot a aecurlty risk than he was In 19l».7" when he was elearad by the

AEC then headed by Lilienthal, ' j-
.
A .'r* .

Oppenhelmer and his four lawyers are appealing t^ ad*

verse security report dlredtly to the full-five-member dEC now headed,;.
;

by Strauss, They are seeking to obtain a final AEC decision before -

^

Jhne 30 , when the term of Eugene M. Zuckert, Connecticut Democrat, will

expire, A -A
^

There are now three Truman-appointed members on the AEC

They Include Zuckert, a former assistant dean of the Harvard Business

School; Henry D, Sngrth of Princeton, author of the Smyth Haport on Atoml
Energy; and Thomas E» Murray, a manufacturer,

. . .
The two Elsenhower appointees, both Republicans, ari

Strauss and Joseph Campbell, an accountant and former treasurer of

Colujnbla Uhiversity,

If a vote were taken today, it is believed the two .

Eisenhower appointees would oppose "cleamace" for Oppenhelmer, but'would

three holdover Truman appointees, A

' Oppenhelmer was suspended originally from further

to* iffAvamunAnl: a'hntnl/w ...to government atomic secrets on December 23, 1953, with the w <

cpproTwl or Jrcsldent Elsenhower, after discussing the sistter with 4^ f

Strauss. ''-‘'-'A' 7



appointiDsnt as chairman of the ABC advisory panel in 1952 and the time

he vas suspended last year, he had been aorving as a "consultanfr to AEC

on two ono-yoar contracts.on ijwo ono-yoar conx.r«oi.8. "

1.*^^ • Oppenhelmor left the atomic program aa a

sent employe on Oct* 16, 1945# «ben he resigned as director of ios

Alamos Laboratory#

He became director of the Institute for Advanced Study a

Princeton in 1947, the same year that control over the atomic program

was transferred from the Army’s Manhattan Engineer District to the new

civilian commission I'headed by Lilienthal#

Since that time, Oppenhelmer has been serving as a 1

•adviser" ^ _ _ . .

•consultant" or/ff’ on atomic matters at a rate of $50 a day# He had nad^

continuing access to all new developments in the atomic weapons pro^am
^

until his suspension last December* .

^
-

^
'

. /

Records of the Joint atomic committee of Congraaa

indicate that between 1947 and 1953 Oppenhelaerrwas paid attotal of

$11,500 for his services to ABC* Dirlng this five-year Interval,

ho "sat" with the commission approximately 230 times, or less than 50

days out of each year on an average*

The man President Eisenhower reportedly has in mind to

succeed Zuckert on the AEC is Lt. Oen. Leslie R. Groves, former director

of the wartime Manhattan Engineer District and now manager of tho.y^,

.

R^ington-Rand Research I^aboratox^ at south Horvalk, Conn*

\ 1 Groves picked Oppenhelmer to head the Xios Alaj^s projec

in' 1^*2# The General testified before the House Xto-Ameidcah.i^tl*^^

Cornett** on May 18, 19lve, to tiho followlns:

"When Oppenhelmer was selected to head the Le» ^enos

Xaboratory, he was selected against the advice of every

Ai^viner T had. Everv man connected with the project ssld
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terrible mistake to put Opponlieimer out there*" V -Av*.-

One reason for scientific oppositlona said &oves,

was tbcause Oppenheiater vas not. a Hobel prise winner* -
•

"

^ felt ho was the best man for the positlo^^^vOroves

testified* "History has fully Justified mj choice* Looking hackV X

ean think of maybe two other man who xoi^t have done it* They cotildn^t

have done it with the group Oppenheimer worked with^ but they wouldn^t

liave had such a group* Ho had the greatest collection of prims donnas
'

anyone ever had put together**

After Oppenheimer and His laywers revealed to the press^

on April 13 that Oppenheimer had been suspended as a "security risk"

by the AEG pending an investigation. Groves was asked again about
j

Oppenheimer* '
. ]

- '
,

. ' i

Groves said ho still considered his choice "sound*

in view of Americans success in being the first to develop the atomic

bomb, but as to whether Oppenheimer was "trustworthy". Groves replied:

"I don't know.*

JE82OF

I
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INTERNAL SBCURITY •‘B

The hearings with regard to Oppenheimer'a

security clearance began April 12, 1954, before ««

Commission Hearing Board composed of Gordon Oray,

Ward r. Evans; and Thomas A. mrgaru The Board (Counsel

Roger Robb and C. A. Rolander, Jr. Oppenheimer ond hts wife were

presentm Oppenhei^r^s counsel vas Lloyd JCw Garrison^
A''

first day^s proceedings in general covered

the follovoing Hemst ^

The statement of charges which ASC had given to

Oppenheimer under date of December 23, 7953/

record, together with Oppenheimer^s written reply
•

Mirch 4m 1954* Oppenheimer agreed to testify under oath although

he was advised he was not required to do so and he was remised

S^ frovisio^ of Section 1621, Title l8, V. S. Code, «
the perjury statute. The provisions of Section 1001, Title l6,

concerning fraudulent statements tf^ Oovert^nt were a^o
pointed out to him. The oath was administered to

Gray. A preliminary introduction was given by ^oyd K. Garrison

who pointed out that since 194$, fully half

had been devoted to worh for various ^overr^nt

he had been given ABC clearance August 6, 194}^; at^ that the fBI

files concerning him had been considered at that tiM.

placed into the record an exhibit of OppenMimerJ^ biography which

^ explained contained the detailed account « •*</«»

toge^r with a list of all organisations to which ^
and details as to the Government committees on which he />a^.s^t>ea.

Oppenheimer was put on the stand beginnfn^at

2tl$ R.U,, and placed under direct examination
.

Devils concerning his employment at the University of California,

his employment on the atomic bomb project at Los Alamos during tj^

war, and his more recent employment «* ^”^*^*“**
.

Study at Rrinoeton, New Jersey, since

broi^ht out. A letter of commendation dated June 29, 1943,

,, KJTJUII 15''^

~ JLl’
' * ^

*3 JUK 25j:S54



Oppenhe itTier from former f*resident Franklin J)» Roosevelt^ was
read into the recordp also documents supporting a ISsdal of Verity
together with a citation for services reiuXered in connection ' -

with the development of the atomic bomb, dated January 12, 19^9
was also placed into record. Oppenheimer was examined as to
policies advocated by him concerning international control of
atomic energy, and it was pointed out that his views are recorded
in the official Government publication entitled ^Report on
International Control of Atomic Energy," prepared liirch lo, 19^9
for the Secretary of Statens Committee on Atomic Energy by a board

of consultants which had included Oppenheimer. Excerpts from
several speeches and publications of Oppenhe imer^s writings were
also read into the record to indicate the fact that Opperdieimer . . .

recognized that international control of atomic energy was
necessary and the difficulties encountered in Government relations
with Russia along lines.

One example was from an article which appeared
in Foreign Affairs, July, 19539 which it was pointed out that
cooperation was not obtained from the Soviet Government and that
our Government had come to grips with the massive evidences of
Soviet hostility and growing evidences of Soviet power. -

•

Oppenheimer testified that in late 19^ ^ woe
appointed by the President as a member of the General Advisory
Committee to the Atonic Energy Commission and s?iortly thereafter
was made a member of the Committee on Atomic Energy of the Joint
Research and Development Board.

A letter was introdiuied written April 14, 2948,
to Admiral U^Uorria of the General Board of the Navy which was not

a Committee statement but was Oppenhe imer^s own thoughts in which
he pointed out the necessity for preparedness of total war# In ,

^the letter Oppenheimer pointed out that at that time, (1948), to

the best of his knowledge, the Soviet Union was not in a position
to attack the United States and he stated he believed t?iat for a
Jong time to come the Soviet Union would not have obtained
significant atomic armament. Oppenheimer testified that "this ^

was a bad guess."

/do- f/SA 9-m^



Oppenheimer continued his testimony on
.

* • j

April 13, 14, 15, and I6, 19$^. A summary of the position taken

by him in this testimony followst
. ^

*
. V. / ,*

Oppenheimer testified that as Chairman of the .

General Advisory Committee of the Atomic Snergy Commission he
opposed and the Committee, in 1949» recommended against develoj^nt
of the hydrogen bornhm Nevertheless, suhseguent to January, 19^0,
when the President announced tTiat the United States would make
the bomb, Oppenheimer stated that his attitude was that they did

not know how to make its it was going to be very hard to make but

they had been told to do it and, therefore, must try.
. j y

Oppenheimer denied actual Party membership but

admitted having been a "fellow traveler." He defined the word
*fellow traveler" as "someone who accepted part of the public

program of the Communist Party, whs was willing to work with and
associate with Communists, but who was not a Party member." Be
stated he had been a fellow traveler from late i9Jo or early 193^1
that he was less of a fellow traveler after 1939$ ond very much
less after 1942. He fixed the date of his termination as a
fellow traveler as being October 11, 1946, inasmuch as on that

date, by letter, he resigned his membership in the Independent

Citizens Committee of the Arts, Sciences and Professions. . "7 ^

He testified that his brother. Prank Oppenheimer,

and Prank^s wife Joined the Communist Pjtrty at Pasadena,

California, shortly after 1936. He testified that he attended

a Communist meeting at Frank Oppenheimer home sometime between

the period 1937 to 1939 with a Professor Calvin Bridges of the

California Institute of Technology.
.

* -

r He also admitted having attended a meeting in

December, 1940, at the home of Haakon Chevalier in Berkeley,'

California, at which William Schneiderman (then chairman of the

Communist Party of California) and Isaac Polkoff (a Communist

functionary) were present. ' Oppenheimer stated he went to this

meeting in company of an individual named Jack Strauss.

Oppenheimer denied having attended a closed

meeting of the Communist Party at his own home in Alameda County,

California, during July or August, 1941.

. J. .



OppeiHie imer admitted that Je<xn Tatlock$ now -.r

deceased, a former friend of his, had been a Oommuniet and he
had known her and the fact that she was a Communist since ae
early cls l^Jpm Se stated she had been in love with him and
he admitted spending a night with her at her home on Telegraph
mil in San Francisco, California, in 19^3* named several
Communists who were friends and associates of. Jean Tatlock with.., .

whom he had become acquainted through his association with her^. ;

These he named as Haakon Chevalier, Thomas Addis, Kenneth Miy,

Body Lambert, Fdith Amstein (who later married David Jenkins)^

John Pitman and his wife, and Aubrey Grossman and his wifem He.,

stated he first met this group beginning possibly in late I930
and that his acquaintanceship with others came on gradually
after that% . . ;

He stated he had knoum that Lambert was a:

Communist; Chevalier he described as a fellow traveler; Addie
as having been very close to being a member of the Party but he

did not know whether he was a member or not; Pitman and his wife, •

whom he stated wrote for the Peoples World newspaper, he thought

were probable Communists, as also were Grossman and his wifem

He stated he believed Wdith Amstein was a Commmist.

Oppenheimer admitted that he had Joined the

American Committee for Democracy ond Intellectual Freedom in

1937- ^
...

He admitted that beginning about 1937 «P
to about 1942 he contributed sums of money to causes relating to

the Spanish War or Spanish Relief and he knew that this money was

going through Communist channels^ ,He stated his contributions were

in the amount of between $$00 and f1,000 a year and i^er croc«-
-T examination admitted he could have given as much as a month

and that he recalled having given an amount of $300 in cash on one

occasion, . .

Be admitted casual acquaintance with David Adelson

and Pml Pinsky, both of whom he thought were close to the

Communist cause. He admitted having been acquainted with the

Steve Nelsons but stated he would not consider the Nelsons as

friends of hts^ He said he knew Steve Nelson was connected with,

the ,Alameda County, California, Communist organization,

~ mT4 • '



He admitted attending a meeting at the home of
Louise Bransten (she is now Louise Berman) at San JTranciseo •

in the early ISdb^s at which Communists or persons close to the
JFUrty were present. He said that Louise Bransten was an acquaintance
of his and had been a friend of Thomas Addis. He knew that she
was close to Communist causes. . . *

: .

He was questioned with regard to his association
with Ihilip Morrison and David Hawkins who had been associated
with him during the period of his employment at Los Alamosa .He
stated it was probable that IHilip Morrison had been a Communist.
He said that Morrison obtained his employment on the project , : .

without any relation to Oppenheimer. He testified that he
approved the suggestion that Hawkins be employed at the Los Alamos
project. He said he had not had the impression that Hawkins had
been a Communist or a Left-Winger but that he had heard that Jkiwkins^s

brother-in-law had been a Communist.

Oppenheimer testified that he had known:
Joseph Woodrow Weinberg first as a student and then as an instructor
at the University of California and had had dinner with Weinberg
on one or two occasioTts. He testified that he had heard a rumor
that when Weinberg came to Berkeley he had been a member of the
Young Communist League in Miidisonf Wisconsinp but that this was
hearsay. He said he had not knovm that Weinberg was a Communist
BUrty member until 1946, but admitted later under cross-cjcamination
when confronted with records of interviews between Oppenheimer and
the Manhattan Engineer District security officers in 1943, that
he had apparently known prior to 1943 that Weinberg was a Communist
and he suggested that possibly the security officers had told him
this.

. ^
• .

. „ . .

.

He was questioned extensively concerning the.:,
incident wherein Haakon Chevalier approached him on behalf of
George Charles Hltenton to obtain information concerning the project.
This occurred in approximately 1943* Oppenheimer admitted that when
he reported this incident to the security officers in 1943 .that he ..

had fabricated many phases of the incident and that in fact the
incident as told by him to the security officers had been in effect
a. tissue of lies. . :
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Opperiheimer testified under cross^^examinatton
before the Personnel Security Board that the manner in which he
had told the story made it appear much more serious than it had
actually been* Opperiheimer also testified that he believed that
either Bernard Peters had told him, maybe in 193^$ that Bernard
Peters had been a member, of the Communist Jhrty in Germany, or
that perhaps this story had come from Jean TatlocX* Be said
that the story t?iat had come to him was t?iat Peters had been I

involved in a battle between the Communists and the Nazis in
Germany not that Peters loas a member of the Communist f^rty in
the United States* Be testified he knew literally nothing about r

Bannah Peters* association with the Communist Pxrty and that
during the period he had known Bernard Peters he teas sure that he
had had no connection with the Communist Party*

y On April 13, 1954, Bervin J* Kelly, President of '

t?ie Bell Telephone Laboratories at New York City who served on a
Research and Development Board Panel with Opperuielmer in 2950
and 1952 testified that he had confidence in Opperiheimer*s integrity*

y On April I6, 2954, Thomas Keith G2ennan,
former Commissioner of the Atomic JPnergy Commission testified r
favorably in behalf of Opperiheimer* .c

. General Leslie L* Groves, wartime head of the
ASanhattan Engineer District atomic bomb project, testified on
April iSf 1954* Be said he had been aware of Oppenheimer*a . r

extremely liberal background but, nevertheless, had ordered his
clearance for the project even though security officers had
advised against it* On cross-examination he testified t?iat on the
basis of his interpretation of the Atomic Energy Act as it exists
today he would not clear Oppenheimer because of his Communist

^okssoc iations * * .« w' r- •

^ John Lonsdale, Jr*, formerly Lieutenant Colonel * -

in military intelligence and a security officer with the Mmhattan .

Engineer District during the wartime project and presently a
District of Columbia attorney, testified that security officers
ranking below Lonsdale had recommended against Oppenheimer for the
wartime project* , Lonsdale testified in detail concerning the
investigation conducted of Oppenheimer by the Mmhattan
District and stated that at least to the extent of his, Lonsdale*

s

knowledge, Oppenheimer was loyal*
. _ - -

, /ad /'/7/J-
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^
. K% T% Compton, former President of • --V'* .

i&xasachiJLSetts Institute of Technology oind Chairrmn of t)^ '

.

Reseorch and Development Boord from igAp to igdB testified on

April l6, 19S^» Gordon Dean, formerly Chairman of the Atomic ^

Snergy Commission, testified on April 19, 195^» as did James B»

Fisk, in charge research for Bell Telephone laboratories, v>no

from 1947 to 1940 was Director of the Division of Research for
the Atomic Snergy Commission^ and Brigadier General Frederick

Osborn, who, from 1947 to 19S0, was Deputy Representative to

the United Nations Atomic Snergy Commission^ These individuals .

testified that they considered Oppenheimer loyal and not a
security riskm .

y Bans Bethe, Professor of Ihysics at Cornell

University and a former associate of Oppenheimer at Los Alamos,

testified on April 19, 1954^* Bethe stated that in I950 there

had been no clear program to he followed when Truman announced

that the country was to go ahead and that the basis for techn^fu
optimism in 1949 had been extremely shaky* Bethe testified that •

a brilliant discovery in the Spring of 1951 entire program

on a sound basis and in Bethels opinion there was no delay in

%he hydrogen bomb program after 195^ and that in the over^^ll 1945

to 1952 period there had been in the end no delay*

On April 20, 1954, George Frost JCeman, a retired

Foreign Service Officer, member of the staff of the

Advanced Study, testified concerning his association with Oppen»

heimer in connection with the policy planning staff of the

Department of State of which Kerman had been director. Be

testified that he regarded Oppenheimer as one of the great minds ^

of the generation and that Oppenheimer had wholeheartedly and . :

intelligently collaborated with Kennan in his advisory position in

-ton effort to reach their objective.

^ David M. Lilienthal, former Chairman of the Atomic

Snergy Commission, testified on April 20, 1954* Be testified in .

considerable detail concerning the action taken by the Atomic

Snergy Commission with regard to Oppenhe imer*s original clearance.

This testimony was supplemented with the introduction into evidence

nf txirious mefiu>randa prepared by AEC which related to Oppenheimer s

/irat clearance, LtHenthal Uettfied that information - .

- /
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received from the Bureau on 8, J9^, o^onceminy

Oppenheirwr had teen considered by the entire Atomic

mission and that letters of recommendation had been obtaiMd ^m
Vannevar Bush, then Chairman of the Joint Research and Vevelopment

Board, dated Uirch 11, 194?, from Robert B. Atterson,

Secretary of War, dated Ibrch 2$, 194?, a^
j%7

then President of Harvard University, dated ibrch 2?, 194?. ^Be
letters which were read into the record in their

^J^®****
there was no question as to Oppenheimer's loyalty in the ^P*Jl*4f}

of the writers. Lilienthal stated that ft was coMluded
was no shadmo of douht concerning Oppenheimer s loyalty and that

no action was taken hy the Atomic ^ergy Commiaeion to cancel

Oppenheimer*a clearance^

Lilienthal testified that he called upon the

Director on Mirch 2$, 19^7p accompanied by Joseph VoIpe,

Counsel for the Atomic Snergy Commission, and T. 0.

Security officerfor the Commission^ Lilienthal testified that the

Director makes it a point not to evaluate information ar^ very

likely did not evaluate the information but that Lili^thal recalled

that the Director did not like the episode concerning Chej^lier ^
that the Director had been critical of this, and Lilient^l stated

he had agreed with the Director that Oppenheimer should have

^

. .

reported this incident at once^

An Atomic Snergy Commission memorandum dated

March 27, 1947, written by T. 0* Jones concerning J. Roher^ Frank

Oppenheimer, was read into the record. This ^
that on Tuesday, Mirch 2$, 19^7p ® meeting between

and Mr. Hoover was held. The memorandum indicated that concerning

Frank. Mr. Hoover expressed himself as feeling there was no

quest ivn of Ms undestrabtlUy, although Hr. Hoover would doubtless

dislike to be put in the position of evaluating tM tMor^tion on

Frank; nevertheless, it was felt that the impression he left should

^ be considered if at any future time it is proposed to reir^tate

Frank's clearance. The memo reflected that in the case of J. Robert

Oppenheimer that there seemed to be a general agreement on his

subversive record and which at one time may have bordered

Communistic but that there were indications for some time m h^
steadily moved away from such a position. The memo indicated toat

Mt. Hoover appeared to agree on this with one reservation which he

8



stated with emphasis 'that he could not feel completely satisfied

in view of Bohert^s failure to report promptly and accurately

what must have seemed to him an attempt at espionage at Berheleym

Other AEC memoranda were introduced into the record which indicated

that on the basis of the Bureau^s information and other factors in

the cas€p on Mirch 11, 19<7t the Commission concluded tentatively

that Oppenheimer^s loyalty was prima facie clear despite material

contained in the fBI summary; that he was one of the best informed

scientists in regard to "Restricted Data"; and although the guesttons

raised in the FBI summary did not create an issue or an immediate

hazard, it was essential to undertake promptly a full and reliable

evaluation of the case* It was decided that the written views

Dr* Bush, Dr* Conant, and General Groves be obtained and, secondly,

that Lilienthal should confer with Dr* Bush and Clark Clifford of
the White House concerning the establishment of an evaluation hoard

of di6tingui3?ied Jurists to make a thorough review of the ^GSe*

Other memoranda indicated that the matter had been discussed with

lit* Clifford, that Ur* Clifford did not immediately take the
'

matter up with the Fresident but stated that if absolutely essential,

he would interrupt the President and get some decision about the

hoard of review. (This memorandum was dated Mirch 12, 19^7, and was

the report of the telephone conx^ersation between Clifford and

Mr* Lilienthal.) Another memorandum dated August 11, 19^7$ indicated

that final clearance to Restricted Data was granted Oppenhe inter by

the Atomic Snergy Commission August 6, I9^7» which reaffirmed, ^
clearance previously granted in February, 19^7*

y/ . James B* Conant, former President of Harvard .

University, presently High Commissioner to Gernuiny, testified on

April 20, 195^. He stated he had been associated with Oppenhe inter

during the preparation of the Acheson^Lilienthal report and stated

he believed ho more loyal citizen could be found* Under cross^

examination by ABC Council in reply to the hypothetical question as

to what Conant would have done had he been approached by a person

such as Chevalier as was Oppenheimer, Conant admitted he would have

reported the information promptly and as truthfully as possible,

or at least he hoped he would hav€%

/ - - Snrtco rermt, frofeaeor of Jfiysico at the Vntvara tty

0^ Chicago and a member of the General Advisory Committee of the

Atomic Bnergy Commission, also testified favorably on April 20,'

19^, on behalf of Oppenheimer* < ; v



, On April 21, 195^, Sumner T» HXe, a former :

member of the Atomic Snergy Commission^ testified that he had"- ,

never had any question as to Oppenheimer^s loyalty* He also stated
that after the President gave the go ahead sign to manufacture the

hydrogen bomb (Januaryf 19S^) that Oppenheimer had done nothing to

obstruct or delay the program^ > i

’

Norman Foster Eamsey, Jt*, d professor of physics

at harvard University, consultant for the National Defense Research
Committee and a member of the Air Force Scientific Advisory Board,

testified on April 21, 19$^* Fte stated that he had known .

Oppenheimer since 1940 and testified he considered him loyal and

also that in his opinion Oppenheimer had not opposed the Air Fores
program for long*>range detection of atomic bomb explosions* Xt

was called to his attention that Oppenheimer had authored two
,

scientific articles, collaborating with Wendall Furry, dated •

September 2$, 1934, and March 1, J9i^. He was asked whether this

was the same Wendall Furry who was at Barvard University at present

and who had been accused of being a Communist* Ramsey stated it

was, that Furry had been called before Congressional committees

with regard to his activities, ctnd that he recalled that Oppenheimer

had deplored the fact both to the members of the board at Barxxird

University and also to Furry himself, pointing out t?iat it

been unwise for Furry to refuse to testify bu reason of the $th
Amendment. lA^* Ramsey testified that Furry had admitted before the

McCarthy Committee he had been a Communist Party member, having

first Joined the Party in 193^$ which, NOr. Ramsey stated, was

subsequent to the date when Oppenheimer and Furry collaborated on

the articles* ... , . . :

I. X. Rabi, present chairman of the General •

Advisory Committee to the Atomic Energy Commission, testified on

April 21, 1954, that he did not believe Oppenheimer was a security

"^risk and that Oppenheimer^s associations in the past should not bar

him for access to security information. Rabi thought the present

proceedings against Oppenheimer were unfortunate*

On April 23, 1954, Norris Edwin Bradbury, Director

of the Zos Alamos Laboratory, testified* Be stated that Oppenheimer

• JO m
.
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heul cooperated with the laboratory and had never acted in a

except to help the laboratory and if there had *««« ""V
it had not been in any substantive rmy.

scientists at the los Alamos laboratory felt that the thermorMlear

field had to be explored. He testified that ^ loos surprised w^n
Hussia fired an atomic bomb in 1949, surprised ^
so early and he stated he thought Russia had bem assisted •>¥

. ,

information which Xlaus Fuchs had ^ ^'^^^buru
to a question put by Ward Fvans, chairimn of the Board, Ur, B^mry
stated that loyalty to one's country should certainly be put above

loyalty to one's friends, . - :

^ Walter Gordon Whitman testified April

Be is head of the Chemistry Department at ^^?^'>*^4tte ^titute

of Technology and a member of the General

stated that Oppenheimer is loyal and that the Committee s ^****j^
to Oppenheimer which contained the charges agaii^t ^penheimer had

not changed his views concerning Oppenheimer s loyalty,
,

y Hartley Rowe, presently a vice president and

^ director of the United Fruit Company and who had be^ a

the first General Advisory Committee to the Atonic E^rgy Commission,

testified on April 2B, 1954, He stated he wos convinced of

Oppenheiner's loyalty even in the light of the

He stated people make mistakes and a person of Dr, Oppenheimer s

caliber did not make the same mistake twice and,

be regarded as being more trustworthy in view of his past mistakes,

y lee Alvin DuBridge, president of the Cal^omia
^ Institute of Technology, a member of the General Advisory Coj^ittee

from 1946 to 1952, and chairman of the Scientific

of the Office of Defense Uobilization, testified on April 22, 19^,
He stated that Oppenheimer had been a natural leader in t1^ Ger^al

“Advisory Committee during the period of Opperiheimer s membership,

DuBridge was questioned with regard to recent net^^^r ^^^*4
^ich have been to the effect
money for a defense fund for Oppenheimer, He stated that this was

a mistake and advised what had happened. At a meetiTW of '

Cosmos Club at Washington a few weeks ago sei^ral friends >^;f^4id

•Would it not be nice if Oppenheimer's friends chipped in flOO each
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to Toisc O’ ^und to assist hint /a th€ txpcnsoB of hio hoortfiQm .

He had agreed it would be nice and maybe someone would see tl^

best way of doing it. Be stated the matter dropped there M
that was the last he heard of it until he saw the statem^t in

the paper. After the statement appeared, VuBridge stated he -

received many letters and checks from individuals who had rejM it

in the paper. DuBridge said he returned all the checks to the

donors. . * ^

^ On April 23, Harry Alonzo Winne, who was' associated

with Oppenheimer in the Atomic Energy Commission and M the

preparation of the Acheson-Zilienthal report, testified. Be

stated he regarded Oppenheimer as being basically loyal a^ tnat^

the Commission's charges had not changed that opinion. It was ,

pointed out to him that Oppenheimer, in reporting the details of

the Haakon Chevalier approach, had made certain misstatements of

fact to the security officers at the time he reported.

stated that Oppenheimer should not have made such misstatements of

the facts.

^ Vannevar Bush, who had been director of the Office

of Scientific Besearch and Development when it was formed in

and who had been closely associated with Oppenheimer

time in scientific matters, testified on April 23, 1954, tmt he

had complete confidence in the loyalty and Judgment and

of Oppenheimer. He also stated that he opposed strongly tM letter

which the Atomic Energy Commission had directed to Oppenheimer

containing the charges against him, since it did not give a clears

cut picture of the issue but had put Oppenheimer in the position of

being tried because he had expressed strong opinioTta. _ ;

Vannevar Bush also stated he felt the Republic .

was in danger because *we have been slipping backward in our

maintenance of the Bill of Rights.^
;

?
,

/ ' Khtherine Oppenheimer, subject^a wife, testified

on April 26, 1954. She stated while attending the University of
Wisconsin in 1933 that during the Christmas holidays afu visited

Pittsburgh where she met Joseph Dallet.* They decided to be married

after s?^ had finished the semester at the University of Wisconsin.

The semester ended in January, 1934$ after which hhe said she -

rejoined Joseph Ballet in Youngstown, Ohio, and they were ferried.

She stated Ballet was a member of the Communist Ihrty and that bm
joined the Communist Party in 1934 because he wanted her to. She

said they separated about June, 193^*

/06 -/7 vjz
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J)atlet went to Spain to fight for the Republican
cause and in earlg 193?9 Katherine Oppenheimer said she wrote him
that she would like to rejoin hirru She went to France in early 1937
where she net him in Cherbourg and they went to Raris^ There she

met Steve Kelson. She then returned to Sngland remaining there

until about October, 1937, when she returned to JParis. On arrival

in Raris she was shown a telegram that indicated that Jtoseph Pallet

had been killed in action. Within two or three days Steve Nelson
came from Spain to Baris and she met him in Bar is f spending about

a week there, during which time she saw Steve Nelson most of the

time. She then returned to New York, visited Florida and
Philadelphia, and entered the University of Pennsylvania for the

Spring semester for the year 1937^3^* S?ie later went to the

University of California and married Richard Stewart Harrison,

a physician, in November or December, 193^* Oppenheimer

in 1939, divorced Harrison, and married Oppenheimer in November,

1940. She said she again saw Steve Nelson about 1941 or 1942 and
that he visited their home on about two occasions, both social. .

She said s?ie had not seen Steve Nelson since about 1942. S?ie

testified that she had ceased to be a member of the Communist Bxrty
when she left Youngstown in June, 193^» nothing to do with
Communism since 1936. No cross-examination was conducted. ‘

.

^ Charles Christian Lauritsen, a professor at the

California Institute of Technology and a member^ the National -

Defense Research Committee, testified on April 26, 195^*

stated he had no reason to doubt Oppenheimer *s loyalty; that he

had not knotm many people better than he had known Oppenheimer;

and that he had knoim his own son better but did not trust him store.

Under cross-examination Lauritsen was asked whether he had known

Frank Oppenheimer. He replied that he had, both as a stxident and

socially, as he had visited the Oppenheimers^ ranch during 1933
to 1936. He said he did not know him as well as he knew J. Robert
Oppenheimer. Be said he did not know that Frank Oppenheimer had

been a Communist until he had admitted it but he had no reason to

doubt his loyalty nor has he now reason to doubt his loyalty, and
with reference to Frank Oppenheimer, stated that if a man resigned

from the Communist Barty when he found out the real purpose of
the Communist Barty and had only been a member as long as he had

been under misconceptions about the Barty, then it should not
^

held against him. . .

" '

•
. . , .

**r. r>V Xn answer to a question from Gordon Cray, Chairinan

of the Board, he stated that with respect to a personae being «
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Comnjunist oT o foTmev Coftffnuni^'tf €%Cmp he would prefer not to

mahe the delineation hut would reZy on the security people

it since there was machinery to hasvile such cases and it would oe

wrong for him to make the dec isionm

Jerrold B. Zacharias, a professor of physics at -

the Mxsscahusetts Institute of Technology, stated on April 195^9

he was associated with Oppenheimer when he, Zacharias, had seen

Director of a summer study group at Project Lincoln which wc^ a

^

study on the defense of the North American continentm He atatca

Oppenheimer had been discreet and careful with regard to the

handling of secret documents and had handled them with discretion

and understandingm '

' y ' * '

^ Oliver Nllsworth Buckley, retired, formerly

Chairman of the Board, Bell Telephone Laboratories, and a member

of the General Advisory Committee of the Atomic Snergy Commies ion,

was questioned on April 26, 195^, concerning the 19^9 recommendation

by the General Advisory Committee which was a recommendation agair^t

a full scale program for manufacturing the hydrogen bomb. He stated

he believed that the report made by the General Advisory Committee

in October, 194$, may have been misinterpreted and he stated tM
position that he had taken and which was part of the record and

which reflected the recommendation of the General Advisory Committee

was to proceed with the research and development part of the program

rather than to proceed with all-out production of something which

they did not understand* - '
.

y . Robert Pm Bacher, a member of the original Atomic

Snergy Commission, testified on April 26, 195^$ ^
Oppenheimer since 19^9 or 1930 ^ worked

him at Los Alamos during the war and later in connection with the

work of the Atomic Snergy Commission* Be testified favorably on

"^behalf of Oppenheimer but in response to a specific question con*

ceming the incident in which Oppenheimer failed to report promptly

the approach to him by Haakon Chevalier, stated that he felt Oppen^

heimer had made a mistake in not reporting it immediately but,

nevertheless, this did not change Bacher*s Judgment of Oppenheimer

and he said he believed Oppenheimer now knows that he made a

mistake at that timet .
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Mzjor General Joints MbCorffiachf JT^p Yic€

'Chairman of the Air Research and Developfnent Commar^ of t}^

,

.

United States testified on April 2?, 195*» Be
»oS?

stepped-up program for thermonuclear weapons had started in

or 2945g it ctmld not have helped speeding the time when there was

a thermonuclear weapon^ Hebetated he felt Oppeio^imerwas >

trustworthy on the ixxsis of the facts known to hieu ae was
. .

.<

cross-examined with regard to Oppenheimer^s prior testimony

t;ie effect that he had lied to Army security -

he reported the Chevalier incident in 29^3^ Re stated tftat

official statements are not condoned hy the military* Re eaia it

loos hard to believe that Oppenheimer would have acted like that at

the time when he knew him*

^ John Van Jfeumannp Professor of Mxthematics at the

'^Institute for Advanced Study and a member of the General Advia(^
Committee to the Atomic Energy Commission, V<«<i

19^4, that he had never had any question as to Oppenheimer s integrity*

cross-examined concerning Oppenheimer’s testimony cowierning^^^^

Chevalier incident, Van Aeumann stated that that made him think that

Oppenheimer was not emotionally and intellectually ,,

/wndie "this hind of information" but had later learned toJu^le it

and had handled it veil* Be stated Oppenheimer had Mted l^ly
under the circumstances* Gordon Gray, Chairman of the B^rd, ^ ^

Questioned him about Klaus Puchs* Re stated he had not I^own ^
that Puchs had been a Communist until after he had made his confession

and that he loos surprised a spy had been so well placed*

Re testified that he did not think Oppenheimer ,

would place his loyalty to a friend above his loyalty to the

country* Re did not believe he teas a security risk* .
-

..

,

^ Kendall Mitchell Latimer, Professor of Chemistry

-‘at the University of California and Associate

Radiation Laboratory, appeared as a witness on April P7, 19^, on

behalf of the Atomic Snergy Commission* Re testified that it had .

been his impression that between 19^5 ^o 1949 there had been no

progress in the atomic energy program in any direction. He oaid he

felt that Russia would develop an atomic weapon and then would

continue in an effort to produce the hydrogen bomb* Be said ^
talked about this to members of the General Advisory Committee ^t
oot no satisfaction with respect to the nation s^omic ^search

program* Be said he became more concerned in 1949 vihen Buss la .

- i5-
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fired the atomic homh\‘ Ee eaid that he and Xw/s Alvarez (ah ^ ^

atomic scientist) had talked to E* Laiorence (Director of the .

Radiation Lahoratory) and had tried to huild up pressure for an

inte?isified program and had been successful in getting Lav>rence

excited about it; hou>ever^ he said they quickly became cavare that^^

the General Advisory Committee v>aa opposed to such a program and

he was mystified by this opposition* Latimer said he believed

the source of the opposition to be Oppehheimer because of hie
;

position as Chairman of the General Advisory Committee and also

because Oppenheimer was one of the most amazing men the country ^
had produced in his ability to influence people* Ee stated

Oppenheimer completely dominated the General Advisory Committee*

Latimer' testified that the fact that Oppen^

heimer had had CoTnmunist friends was well knoym at Berkeley,

California* Ee also stated that many students had returned from

Los Alamos as pacifists and that in his Judgment this had been dM
to Oppenheimer *s tremendous influence over young men* As another •

example of OppeyOieimer^s influence, Latimer cited the fact that

Oppenheimer had opposed security clauses in Atomic Energy Commission

contracts in Atomic Energy Commission fellowship cases* Latimer

also testified he had heard that Oppenheimer had wanted to disband

the Los Alamos project after the war*

Ee stated he did not believe that Oppenheimer

was indispensable and the key ideas of the thermonuclear weapons

project had not been supplied by Oppenheimer*
^

.

Under cross-examination by Oppenheimer *s

attorneys, Latimer stated that he himself had had no responsibility

for the weapons program during those years although he had been

associate director of the Radiation lixboratory* Ee stated t/iat

Oppenheimer had been the leader in the scientific field and tf^t

General Leslie Groves and James Conant and others had been under

^ Oppenheimer*s influence* Ee said that Oppenheimer's ability to

sway audiences with his phraseology and influence was Just
^ ^ \

tremendous*

.
- ‘ “ An affidavit from James R* Killian, Jr*, was ’

read into the record on April 2?, 195^* affidavit indicated

Killian was President of Missachusetts Institute of Technology and

a member of the Science Advisory Committee of the Office of Defense

Mobilization, a committee of which Oppenheimer had been a member

since 1951* Killian indicated he attended about ten meetings of
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this committee at ^ich Oppenheiner was present tmd t}iat in the

course of these meetings he observed no action or suggestion on the

part of Oppenheimer that seemed to he against the interests of the

United States^ He said that Oppenheimer impressed him a man
deeply devoted to strengthening the security of the nation^^

t . • . i

An affidavit from John Mmley, former
secretary to the General Advisory Committee^ was introduced into

the record on April 19$^* Bts stated he had no feeling that

anyone was holding hach on the work of the thermonuclear project
once the President had decided the Question by his announcement in

January, 1950, and observed nothing to suggest that Oppenheimer
opposed the thermonuclear weapons project after it was determined,
as a matter of nat/onai policy, to proceed with the developments.

He also stated that he had never ?ieard from any scientists that
Oppenheimer was instrumental in persuading that scientis'^ not .

work on the projectm He stated it is a matter of Atomic Knergy
Commission record that Oppeiiheimer and others opposed a top priority
program to develop thermonuclear weapons before January, 1950, and
the reasons therefore were also a matter of records

.V

Boscoe Charles Wilson, Major General ', U% Bs

Air Porce, testified on April 28, 195<* stated that beginning
in 19^ he monitored the Air Force part of tfte atomic energy program*

Xn the latter part of 1948 he was appointed to the Research and
Development Board^s Uilitary Liaison Committee and in 1950, served
on the Committee on Atomic Energy of the Research and Development
Board* Oppenheimer was a member of this Committee*

General Wilson said that in 19^9$ Horris Bradbury,
Director of the Los Alamos Laboratory and Ernest Lawrence, Director

of the Badiation Laboratory, urged the Armed Forces Special Weapons
Project to express an interest in the development of a ther^nuclear
weapon* Edward Teller also urged the Air Force to express a similar
^interest* Thereafter, the General Staff recommended that the
thermonuclear weapons development be pushed vigorously and the Joint
Chiefs of Staff wrote to the Committee on Atomic Energy requesting in^

formation concerning a thermonuclear weapon* Be stated that in 295^
it was the view of the military that Russia might get such a bomb
first which would not be to the best interests of the United States*

: . . . ;
- . General Wilson said that in January, 195^9 ^

to the Director of Intelligence of the Air Force and expressed concern
with regard to Opperihe inter *e pattern of activities* He believed this

pattern looa not helpful to the national defense*

^ 1?



' General Wilson pointed out specifically to the

MearinQ Boat'd that in doing this tinder no cii^iifJistances had he

been questioning Oppenheimer^s loyalty to the country but tftat it

v>as merely a question of Oppenheimer^s Jj^gT^nt ®

Judgment. Be amplified this by stating that in his opinion Buss ia

.

iDos vulnerable only to an air attack due to its geographical and

climatic conditions. Therefore, he felt that chanaes for success

in any operation against Russia would be better with atomic or

hydrogen weapons than with ordinary weapons. He differed with

Oppenheimer in the following instancest

1) Oppenheimer had advocated international

control of atomic energy. General Wilson wanted monopoly of atomic

energy as a deterrent to Russia.

2) Oppenheimer did not support all phases of the

lonq^range detection program to monitor atomic explosions in I^sia.

The Air Rorce was charged with the rcsponsIMi Ity of determining

when the first atomic bomb exploded in Russia. Opper^im^
-

enthusiastic about two of the three systems planned Force

to accomplish this, therefore, the overfall effect of ®

recommendations would have been to deny the Air Force the mechanism

essential to detect an atomic explosion and, therefore, carry out the

Air Forceps responsibilities. (Oppenheimer^s recommendations were

not adopted.)

3) Oppenheimer had opposed nuclear powered

aircraft. This was based on his technical Judgment. General Wilson

aaid that Oppenheimer had not vigorously opposed nuclear powered

seaooina vessels and that his opinion was that the field not

being ^ploited fully with regard to the potential for nx^lear powered

aircraft which was not to the best interests of the Air Force.

r 4} Oppenheimer had objected to an Intenoluc' '

^program io develop a thermonuclear bomb. General Wilsort felt that

the development of a thermonuclear weapon was vital to deterring '

a war with Russia and also vital to winning if one co^c and,

therefore, he objected to the fact that the’ military potential in

the thermonuclear field was not being fully exploited.

General Wilson stated that he ?iad no knowledge

one way or another with regard to Oppenheimer or his past associations

\
- *-
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and that the firet knowledge he had with regard to Oppenheimer^B ’

background was the information he had read as it appears in the
Committee's letter to Oppenheimer setting out the derogatory data r

which General Wilson had read when it loas published in the press#
General Wilson stated that he was testifying under military orders
to do so but that his testimony represented his own personal
knowledge and in no way expressed the official position of his \ .

superiors*

Kenneth Pitzer, Dean of the College of Chemistry,
University of California, and Director of the Division of Research,
Atomic Knergy Commiss ion, from 29^9 to 195^$ testified on April 28,
295^» Us stated that when he learned in 19^9 that Oppenheimer
was not in favor of a vigorous thermonuclear pro^row that he, Pitzer,
Tiod been very much surprised* Pitzer stated that a scientist as
influential as Dr* Oppenheimer had been, and hie failure to lend
enthusiasm and vigorous support to the program, might constitute ' '

a hindrance to the program or opposition to the progranu ' •

Kdward Teller, Director of the Livermore Laboratory,
California, an employee of the Atomic Knergy Commission, testified
on April 28, 2954* / /

Teller testified that he had worked at the
Los Alamos Laboratory during the war with Oppenheimer on the -

development of the atomic bomb and that he was interested in seeing
the Los Alamos Laboratory continued in a vigorous manner$ however,
in a conversation with Oppenheimer in August, 19^5* ^ learned that
Oppenheimer felt the Los Alamos Laboratory would disintegrate*
Later, Kerris Bradbury, who replaced Oppenheimer as Director of
the I^s ilia^s Laboratory, requested Teller to head the theoretical
division at ios Alamos* Teller told Oppenheimer of this offer and
also said he felt the Laboratory would not prosper unless it had

jOpperheimer^s support and he asked for Oppenheimer *s support for
vigorous program to either teat 12 atomic weapons per year or to

go into the thermonuclear field* Oppenheimer indicated he was
neither willing nor able to support such a program as outlined
so Teller indicated under those circumstances it would be
better if he. Teller, left the Laboratory and Oppenheimer said he
thought that xdos the right decision: however. Teller said that due
mainly to the efforts of Norris Bradbury the Laboratory was not .

abandor^dm Teller did resign and took a teaching position at Chicago*
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Teller stated that he felt if Oppenheimer had ^

gix)en his support toward a thermonuclear program t?iat many competent
people would have continued on at Zos Alamos and that if an in^ ;

te?jsive program had been started in 19^^ he believed the
thermonuclear bomb could have been achieved four years earlier
than it waSm

/ %v ^

Teller stated that following the explosion of
the atomic bomb by Jhtssia in 19^9 ^ called Oppenheimer who was
then in Washington, and asked Oppenheimer for advicem He said he

^

could not recall exactly Oppenheimer^s reaction hut it was to the '•

effect that Oppenheimer had told him "Keep your shirt on** y

Xt teas brought out through questioning that the
;

General Advisory Committee of t?ie Atomic I>iergy Commission of which
Oppenheimer was the Chairman in October, 19^9$ ^ recommended against
an intensive program for developing the thermonuclear weaponm Teller
stated that the results of this recommendation had been kept secret and
Teller stated he did not immediately become aware of this
recommendation^ ' . , : .

Teller stated that after the Xresident^s January, ‘

195^9 order to go ahead with the manufacture of the weapon that he.

Teller, started an intensive program to influence people to go to

Los Alamos and work on this program since theoretical work was greatly
needed^ He stated that Oppenheimer did not assist him in recruiting
personnel for Los Alamos

^

Teller said that in JUne, 1951$ after the first
experimental test of the thermonuclear weapon, at a meeting of the
General Advisory Committee, after listening to the results of the

test and of the theoretical investigation on a new approach (apparently
referring to Teller^e invention) Oppenheimer warmly supported this

^new approach and said that if anything of this hind had been suggested
'^earlier he never would have opposed it% Teller also stated that
Oppenheimer at no time opposed ^he development of the Livermore ..

Laboratory* .
-

Teller evaluated Oppenheimer^s character as being
such that Oppenheimer would not knowijigly or willingly do anything
designed to endanger the safety of the country and thus, he felt there

would be no reason to deny him clearance on a security basis but as to

the question of wisdom and Judgment as demonstrated by Oppenheimer^s
actions since 1945, Teller felt it would be wiser not to grant
Oppenheimer clearance* In answer to a question by Oppenheimer*s -

attorneys. Teller stated that if Oppenheimer were granted access to

restricted data hut his services were not used in an advisory capacity,
then he did not feel he re would be any danger to the country.
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^ JoHn J. IScCloy, presently Chairman of the Board,

Chase National Bank, and from 19^ to 19^f, Assistant

War, appeared on behalf of Oppehheimer* He testified April ^y$

19^4* He stated that there had never been any question of security

with regard to Oppenheimer and he believed Oppenheimer had

been alert to the interests of the United States* He said 7U)thing

had occurred during the period of his contact with Oppenheimer

which gave him any reason to sense disloyalty* He said he h(M no

doubt of Oppenheimer^B loyalty and no doubt about his value to

the country* He said he did not believe he was a security risk ^
his continued access to security information would not endanger the

common defense and security*

David Tressel Griggs, Professor of Geophysics

at the University of California at l!os Angeles, testified on

April 29, 1954* He stated that in 1940 he was attached to the

Mxssachusetts Institute of Technology Radiation Laboratory am in

1942 was a consultant to the War Department and that in 1951

1952 he was employed by the Department of the Air Poroe as a chief
.

scientist* He said he huid known Oppenheimer since 1940*

He stated that the President's directive of
January, 1951, to proceed with the thermonuclear program stated

that the rate and scale of the effort in the program should be

Jointly determined by the Department of Defense and the Atomiq^ ^
Energy Commission* As part of this determination the

advocated the construction of a second laboratory (in oMition to

the Los Alamos Z/iboratory)-* He said that from hearsay he had

heard that Oppenheimer had opposed this laboratory and subsequently

he read in minutes of the General Advisory Committee to the Atomic

Energy Commission data which substantiated this*
^

He stated that in I951 the Air Force engaged in

what was known as the Vista J^o^oct which, in effect, was a
^ study of tactical warfare in connection with a possible campaign

in Europe* The study was made by the California Institute of

Technology and the Army, Navy, and Air Force* He said he had been

told tAwt part of the Vista report had been prepared by OppenheUner

and that certain parts of the report had been objectionable to him

as a representative of the Air Force since it had recommendedi

jlJ R *
- President should announce that the "T :

Strategic Air Command would not be used against cities or industrial

centers unless cities cf the United States were att<^ked fir3t^
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2) The atomic Btockpile should he divided into,

three equal parts and allocated to the Strategic Air Commandtto
tact ical warfare^ oorid the third part should be held in reservem}
The report contained certain recommendations as to the specific * -

.

nature of weapons to be stockpiled which recommendations were
substantially different from those of the Joint Chiefs of Staffs

;

With regard to these recommendations he thought Oppehheimer had
proposed them hut if he had not proposed them, he had approved
them* He said his objection to these recommendations were that
they restricted the freedom of action in the event of an
emergency* He said that apart from the abovep the Vista report
was a fine report*

. i

Griggs testified that he learned in the Fall of
1951 Opperiheimer and his colleagues formed an informal committee
to work for world peace* This was known as the ZORO group and
Griggs stated that at a meeting in the Fall of 195^ of "the

Scientific Advisory Board at Cambridge, Massachusetts, pr* Jerrold
Zacharias wrote the letters ZORC on a blackboard and explained
that the letters stood for Zacharias, Opperiheimer, I* X* Rabi,
and Charles Lauritsen* He stated that $0 to 100 people were present
at this meeting*

' He also testified that this group had advocated
at a Project Lincoln (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) -

summer study group that the United States* defense should be the
Miginot line type of concept rather than the retaliatory concept
advocated by the Air Force*^

Griggs testified that in the late Spring of 1952
he had had a discussion with Opperiheimer concerning QpperJieimer*o
loyalty* He said he did not recall exactly the sequence of events
which led up to the discussion but that Opperiheimer had asked
Griggs if Griggs felt Opperiheimer was pro^Russian or something

-^to that effect* Griggs replied that he wished he knew* Opperiheimer
then asked whether Griggs had impugned Oppenheimer*s loyalty to
defense Department officials and Griggs repl ied that he had, to
which Opperiheimer replied that Griggs was a paranoiac* . ,

‘ * •

Luis Walter Alvarez commenced hie testimony
April 29, 195^0 completed it on April 3^» 195^* ideritified
himself as a Professor of Physics at the University of California

/ aa - / r- ///jl« 22
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and as having been an associate of Oppenheimer *6 at Los AlantoSm

Be said that his appearance was an unpleasant duty and he was i :

appearing at the specific request of General Nichols of the Atonic
Snergy Commission^

. r

Be said that in 1942 Oppenhe inter had influenced
him to go to work at the Los Alamos Laboratory and that os early
os 1942 Oppenhe inter had been most enthusiastic about a thermonuclear
weapon and it was Oppenhe interns enthusiasm over this which was a
dec iding factor in Alvarezes going to Los Alamos in 1942^ Alvarez
testified that beginning in October, 1949$ he, Brnest O. Lawrence,
Director of the Radiation Laboratory, and Wendall Latimer, Associate
Director, began urging for a program to develop a thermonuclear .

weapon* This they did in view of their thoughts that Russia might
be working on the program and it would be best if the United States
could develop one first* Alvarez had a diary to support the actions
he took in attempting to obtain the interest of influential
scientists for the support of such a program* Excerpts of the
diary beginning October $, 1949, through October 24, 1949$ were
read into the record to support his testimony* Be testified that

.

Oppenheimer had failed to support the program advocated by them
and that this failure by Oppenheimer had very much surprised him
in view of Oppenheimer*s earlier enthusiasm in 1942 for such a
program*

Boris T* I^xsh, Lieutenant Colonel in the Army,
testified on April 30, 19^4^ stated he was former Chief of the

Counter Intelligence Corps of the Ninth Corps Area, headquartered
at San Francisco, California, from 1941 to I943*

Be testified that he had been notified by the

War Department in May, 1943, that Steve Nelson had approached an
~

individual known as Joe for information concerning the Radiation
-^Laboratory Project* Be stated the Counter Intelligence Corps * .

initiated an investigation to identify Joe, later identified
;

as Weinberg, but that during the course of the investigation
Rossi Lomanitz was considered as a suspect since it was learned
he was a Communist Party member* Be said that the draft status cf
Lomanitz became a matter of issue since the Army did not desire
to defer him for work on the project and that Opperjieimer was one :

of a number ^ ,
individuals w?Co appeared to exert beyond normal

, , : . ; T

pressure to obtain a deferment for Lomanitz*

S3 -
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Hish also testified that he had interviewed "•

Oppenheimer August 26 or 2p, 29^39 (Bureau files show the interview
was August 26) at which time Oppenheimer told him that three
approaches had teen made to individuals on the project for in^ '

.

format ion^ Bash stated he had no reason to believe that Oppen^
heimer was not telling the truths He said Oppenheimer refused to
identify the person who had made the approaches » IBD documents
were introduced into the record to support Bashes testimony, one
of them being a memorandum dated September 3, written by
Bash to General Leslie X* Groves, in which Bash stated t?iat it
toas essential that the name of the professor be made aiaailahle ^

to CICm He testified that the identification of Haakon Chexaalier

.

as the professor came sometime lat€r%

A MSB report dated June 29, 19^3$ read into
the record which sfiowed an association between Oppenheimer, Jean
Tatlock, ctnd David Hawkins, the latter two CommunistSm The report
also contained a statement that Bernadette Doyle had made to the .

effect that both J0 Robert Oppenheimer and Brank Oppenheimer were
registered members of the Communist Barty in Alameda Countym
(This information hc^ been developed by the Bureau from a technical
surveillance and furnished to G^2^ Ho reference as to the source
of the data was made in the testirnonym) The report contained certain
recommendations by Colonel Bish to the effect that 1) every effort
should be made to replace Oppenheimer as soon as possible, 2) that
he be interviewed by General Groves and admonished as to the
importance of the Espionage Act, and 3) 'that CIC agents be assigned
to him as bodyguards^

Bjsh testified that he felt Oppenheimer was a
security risk because he had been affiliated with Communist
organieat ions; Bash had reason to believe Oppenheimer had been a

'^member of the Communist Barty; there was no indication which
indicated any change on the part of Oppenheimer; and Oppenhetmer^s
supposed dropping out of the Birty in 19^3 necessarily an
expression of a sincere opinion since that had been done by all
Communists engaged in vital war work at the tirnem

William Liscum Borden testified on April 30, ' -

1954% He stated he was presently employed as the Assistant to the
Manager of the Westinghouae Atomic B>wer Division and had been .

Executive Director to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy from

- 2-#
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January, 2949, to June, 2953* Borden stated he was appearing 'v

under subpoena and thus compelled to test ifym Be stated that .
.•*

while a member of the Joint Committee on Atomic Snergy for a
number of years he had studied carefully the Oppenheimer case

;
:

and following his resignation from the Committee he felt that

the matter had not been successfully resolved by him during his

employment with the Joint Committee and, t?ierefore, he directed

a letter on November 19S3» Director, a copy of u)hich

ipent to the Joint Committetm Be stated this letter contained
his personal views concerning Oppenheimer as determined from his

years of association with the case. This letter was read into

the record in its entirety. .

..r.. - *

’

* Xn substance, JBordon*o conclus ions were that ^

from the period 1939 to 1942 Oppenheimer had been a hardened

Communist and more likely than not had been a Soviet agent. - j*-

Gordon Gray, Chairman of the Board, stated that

the Board had no evidence before it that Oppenheimer had volunteered

espionage information to the Soviets or complied with a request for
such information or that he had been functioning as an espionage

agent. Borden was not cross-examined by Oppenheimer^a attorneys on

t?ie grounds that his letter contained no evidence but rather is on

opinions based on available evidence.. . .

On Uiy 3, 19$4, Oppenheimer was re-examined by

members of the Board. Be was asked by Gordon Gray, Chairman of .

the Board, the following questiont "Xf Chevalier was your

friend and you believed him to be innocent and wanted to protect

him, then why did you tell a complicated false story that on the

face of it would show that the individual was not innocent, but on

the contrary was rather deeply involved with sei^ral people which

might have been a criminal espionage conspiracy. Or to put the
* question in another way X ask you whether it is not a fair
itference from your testimony that your story to Bash and vv

Lonsdale as far as /t went was a true story and that the
'

fabrication may have been with respect to the current version.^

Oppenheimer^s reply to BX. Gray^s question was

that three people had not been approached and that he was the

only one involved. Be stated that Chevalier had been his friend ^

and it was most difficult to explain now why he had acted like

an idiot in 1943, but that he would not act that way today. Be

was asked whether Chevalier was still active in the CoTivnunist Barty

now and He replied he loou^Td guess he loou^d not

/€fc - /7 /;?f
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jy^ admitted that he had prepared a draft

of an introduction to chapter 5 of the Vista Report, as had :^SO
been alleged hy David Griggs in earlier testimony. Be etated r :

the report considered not the use of an all**out strategic fl#r

command, hut rather considered the strategic air command as a
^

deterrent to Soviet attach on cities of the United
,

allies. Be said the recommendation was that our attack should^
_ ^

,

first he against strategic bases or atomic bases in Russia.

majority opinion of the General Advisory Commission's^ . report f \

of Cctcber, 294^9, vith regard to a program of developing a
^

thermonuclear weapon was read. This recommendation was guotea >

as followat ^We believe a Super bomb should never be produce^

Mxnhind would be far better off not to have a demonstration of ,

the feasibility of such a weapon until the present climate of y.

worJd opinion changes.^ Oppenhe inter said that this was ex^rtotion

to the Government to seek to prevent production of Su]^r bombs by r.

anyone, friend or enemy. Be said that following

decision in January, 195^» go ahead with the mant^acture of .this

weapon, that it would be unfair to describe his '

^passive resistance,*^ that hie position had been that of actiJ^ •'

ouppart as an advisor. Under close examination he dented having •

given contributions to Steve Nelsoru ‘-’
si

Ee did admit contributing money to Communist^ *

sponsored causes and stated the contributions could haw been ,

monthly over c few months, hut were not monthly contributions -r

over a period of years. >

Cn Mzy 4, 1954, Vannevar Bush was recalled and

questioned concerning the testimony given by luis 42vawz to the

effect that Bush had told Alixtrez and B. 0. Lawrerwe that in

October, 1949, Bush had been appointed chairman of a committee

to evaluate evidence concerning the Russian atomic

•c and that he had been appointed chairman rather than Qppenl^i^r.

since the President (TrumanJ did not trust Cppenheimer.’ Bush .

denied ever having made such a statement. '
’

^ Catherine Oppenheimer was recalled Mxy 4, 1954.

She was asked to define the difference between a Commnist Party

member and a fellow traveler. She said a Communist member

does more or less precisely what he is told to do, ®

traveler is more a person sympathetic to the aims of the Communist

Arty. She denied that Aul Crouch had ever visited her howe.
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She testified she had visited with Haakon
and Barbara Chevalier while visiting in t^ris last fall* r \ ^

Jerrold R* Zacharias was recalled Mxy 4, 195̂ p

and questioned concerning the testimony given previously by

David Griggs to the effect that at a meeting of the Scientific ;

Advisory Board in the Hall of 195^$ Zacharias had written the

letters ZORC on a blackboard and explained it stood for a group

comprised of Zacharias$ Oppenheimerp Rabi^ and Charles Bauritsen* -

Zacharias testified he had not done this since he had first
learned of the terminology ZGRC when he read about it in a "Fortune

magazine article in Rby^ 19S3*

Concerning the Froject Lincoln summer study

group in 1952, which had been the subject of a prior testimony by

David Griggs to the effect that Oppenheimer^s recommendations had

been against the best interests of the Air Force, Zacharias

testified that Griggs, as chief scientist for the Air Force
had tried to prevent this study* Be said he believed in doing

this Griggs was acting on his own initiative and not on behalf

of the Air Force*

Albert Gordon Bill testified Uiy 4, 19$4* Be

stated he had been director of Froject Lincoln since 19$2* Con^^
ceming the summer study group, he stated that no one, as far as

he could recall, had recommended against the strategic air command

or had thought it should be cut or abolished and the only thing he

could recall was in general they had thought the strategic air
command should be strengthened*

Be stated that David Griggs in Mxy, 195^9 had

been responsible for agitation which had caused delay in getting

cthe summer study group started* " •

Oh May $, 1954, Oppenheimer was recalled to

testify* Be was questioned concerning the testimony of General

Roscoe Wilson to the effect that at one time Oppenheimer had not

supported two of the three methods proposed for long-*range detection

for atomic explosions*. Be was asked whether he did ultimately

support this and he replied that he did. A letter was introduced

* *\7 *
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into the record dated September 20, 29^, written by OppenJ^imer :

cpyi addressed to Dr^ /?• C% Tolman% Tn this Setter Oppenheimer

pressed for the initiation at an early date of research of the

thermonuclear problem. Be was questioned concerning certain »

scientific developments concerning the thermonuclear research

during the early stages at Los Alamos, and he pointed out that

some of the theories originally proposed later proved to he wrongm

At the conclusion of his testimony, it was agreed that Oppen^

heimer^s defense attorneys would sum up their side of the ease •

on Thursday morning. May 6, 19S^»

On Uxy 6, 19$A, there was placed into the record

a copy of a letter from Baakon Chevalier to Dr. Jeffries ' -

of the State Department in J^ris, France, dated February ^39 ^9^*
In the letter Chevalier told Wyman he desired to get in touch with

him at the suggestion of Oppenheimer. Wyman*s reply to Chei^lier

dated ISxrch 1, 195^, was also placed in the record. Wyman invitea

Chevalier to lunch on March 4, 1954. Both of the above letters

were previously obtained by our Legal Attache in Paris, Frant^,

and copies were furnished to the Atomic Fnergy Commission and to

the Criminal Division of the Department.

Oppenheimer then testified concerning his

meeting with Chevalier in J^rie, France, in the Fall of 1953' ‘ "

Oppenheimer told of Chevalier*e anxiety concerning

by UJf^CO, his fear of an investigation, and the possibility t/uit

he might not be cleared. Oppenheimer further testified he

referred Chevalier to Wyman not as a personal confidant^ but as an

officer of the Government (State Department) and anything Wyman

told Chevalier would be reported and would be ^in the open.

An affidavit dated Miy 4, 195^, hy Dr. Fmest O.

^Lawrence was placed in the record. The affidavit concerned a

discussion between Zjawrence, Dr. L. W. Alvaree, and Dr. Vamevar
Bush relating to Oppenheimer^s opposition to the thermonuclear

program. .
^

. . .
«

A summation by the defense was then given by

Mr. Lloyd K. Garrison, Oppehheimer^s attorney. Garrison requested

a ^common sense overall Judgment^ by the Bearing Board as to v
Oppenheimer^s character, <isaociates, and loyalty, in order that



the Board can determine tf he is a eecurity risk and if granting .

him a security clearance v>ould endanger the common defense and

security of t^ country. Garrison pointed out that the most

impelling single fact that has been established at the hearing
is that for more than a decade Oppenheimer has created and shared

secrets of the atomic energy program and he has held them inviolable.

.
;

i

Garrison next stated that Oppenheimer toas

removed from the academic world in l^dB and put in charge of a

vast and complex undertaking. As a result, Oppenheimer performed

an extraordinary service for his country. After the war, Oppen^

heimer hoped to return to his academic work but the Government

kept calling upon him continuously for service now the

Government is asking if he is fit to be trusted.- Garrison stated
^

that this arises due to two main thingsi

1) Oppenheimer^s opposition toward bomb

development in 1949 along with other members of the General Advisory
Committee, and . : . -

B) Oppenhe interns left wing associations and

related incidents through 19^3*

As to Oppenheimer^s opposition toward &*bomb

development, this woe an honest difference of opinion which occurred

among varied groups of individuals. As to Oppenheimer *3 left wing

associations and related incidents, these were known to General

Groves and to the Atomic Snergy Commission in 194?, at which time

the Atomic Snergy Commission gave Oppenheimer a clearance.
f

Garrison continued by stating that Oppenheimer

has admitted certain mistakes in Judgment. - Garrison stated

^Oppenheimer does not like to think back in his past because he

knows that he has rendered a service to this country as a servant

of the United States. , . .

Garrison concluded his summation by pointing

out that a number of prominent individuals have testified that they

know Oppenheimer, have worked with him, and consider him a loyal

citizen.^ '
... r
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. Following Garrteon^s awnmatton, Oppenheimer :

was informed by Gordon Gray, Chairman of the Board, that he

would be furnished a transcript of the proceedings; that t?ie

Board would submit its recommendations to the General Manager

of the Atomic Snergy Commission; and that in the event the

recommendation was ctdverse to Oppenhe imer he would be notified
by letter from the General Manager%

Mr% Gray further informed Opperiheimer that

if the recommendation was adverse to him he could reguest a review

of the recommendation by the Atomic Snergy Commission Bersonnel

Security Review Board provided such a request was made within

five days from the receipt of notice of on adverse recommendation^

Oppenhe imer was told that in the absence of such a reguest by him

it would he assumed that he did not desire any further review of
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^ ^ ^
•veiling David lawerenee called. hHe etated

that be ^d received a tip that In a recent r photograph in Life Mag-
asine, vhieh handled the treatment of the Oppenheimer case, there
was a group picture taken at the Onivereity of California, this
picture appeared on the lower right hand comer of the page and An th
picture was "athan Gregory Silvermaster and, according to Lawerence*a
Infornation, Silvenaaeter and Oppenheimer have been close friends ^oyer the yew-s. He wondered if there was any truth to this. I toLThim I frankly did not know and passed it off. I think this is ao^e-T^thing we should check our files on. •

‘

'

V ' ,*'*

Secondly, Lawerence stated that General Groves tei^ed^-iy got some kAhd of a report on Klaus fuchs at the time he came over
to this country. I advised Dare for his confidential Information >
the ^y report we knew of was a certification of the British missionto this country and that there was no checkup on Fuchs. Lawerence ^ ^
then stated he had further been told that Fuchs* name came up came '^

t

Irda the Canadian Spy case; that it appeared in a diary; that had
*

Groveshad this information he might have been able to have blocked v^chs out and prevefated Fuchs* espionage activities. Lawerence then
bad a garbled account of the Kckensie-King visit to Vashington and *
alleged furnishing of names. I told Lawerence for his own personal fi
information and guidance there was no truth to this; that we had gone?
into tMs thoDoughly; that the name of Fuchs did appear in theHalperm41ary with his address fiven as Edinburg, Scotland. There Aas B -
indication of any 0. S. contact and that obviously the Investigative^
agencies tB this country could not be checking up on people interned^
in Canada following their apprehension in England and idioever was .rpeddling such a story as this either Add not know what they were «
talking about or were trying to accomplish some ulterior act. .Law- .

.

e^nce Atated be was glad to have this and he would accozxlingly drpp "

V connection, I know for a fact that Laiiemnce/ ?

has been inte^y^d in the Oppenheimer case by the Vice president / '
?

and Lawerenc^pit on quite a campaign to makepiblic the record of/>""Vi«
the. testimony.

, ^

- MR. BOARDMAI
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M9g(iMt99, |« i%9 •/ tJI# A Mob4rirOPD4Mk4tm4r •aa«.
#o»ial«#d a p$eiur4 fak4m 9ri^lkriKii4r^ M
Maiham 0r4g4rg S%l94rma9Ur mc9 r4p4rt4d to bo tmoJudod im r\— ... . . ...
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piebiro, and aeoordimg to Za»r4m44*9 im/ormatioo^ Siloormaotor
and Op^nhoimorkad boom olooo /riomdo for mamg poaro. JTr. Wtoholo
omggooiod omr ftloo ho ekookod om this aaitorm I

'

I ^
It io boJtoood tho ioooo of Mogagino rofortod to

hg wrm Xamronoo io tho 4^B6^S4 ioouo, mhorotm am artielo doaling
vlilfc OppomhoimoTf coptionod Pomdoro A Soiomtiot^g JFaotp
appoaroB Thio artielo oomtaimo ono group photograph tahom at
tho California Xnotitnto of Ttehnologg (CI7) in 1939. Tkto to
roporUd to bo a photograph of Opponhotnor and oihor momhoro of
tho CXT Phgoieo Vopartnont tahon •• tho ocoaotom of m otoit of

Ximotoin im 19390 Xm tho oamo goar^ 2939 m Siloormaotor
roeoiood fkP dogroo at tho Ontooroitg of California. Eio
thooio oao Contribntiomo to Meonomio Thought Prior to
tho Bolohooih Sooolution0* Xt dooo not appoar Jikolg that
Siloormaotor, am ooonomiot oocuring hio PhP dogroo in 1939 at
tho Cniooroitg of California, mould aloo bo includod im a aromp

roportod to bo momboro of tkophgoioo Poparimont ofCXT tho oamo yoarm ^

^
Cohort Opponhoinpr im hio tooiimong hoforo tho

*fl®**^ ^^^89 Cowmiooion^o Poroomnol Soemritg Board $m April.
1934, adoiood ho firot boeomo a follow traoolor im I9360 Siloor^waoUr io known to hauo loft California, and onUrod Podoral
onplogmont im Baohingtam, P. Cm, im Auguot, 19350

ICl^fSd

aa ^ I m 10^Bieholm
NOT ftEOoSoiS^^ JUl 16 1954
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